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Chasing Birds Butterflies
Arctic Adventures
There’s a group of butterflies that are pretty challenging
to find. And if you find one of them, they can be really
tough to identify. You may have guessed that I’m taking
about the Arctics. Hope you didn’t think I was going to
tell a story about heading way up north!
Arctic is the common name for members of the genus
Oeneis. They’re part of the subfamily Satyrinae, which
includes butterflies such as Ringlets, Wood-Nymphs, and
Alpines. Many of the Arctics are dual-personality butterflies. In flight they can look all flashy with orange upper
wings. Then when they perch with their wings closed,
they get all cryptic and camouflaged. Some of the Arctics
live on prairie grasslands. Some use coniferous forests.
Others are Arctic tundra species that also use alpine
meadows, scree slopes, and the like in Alberta.
Over the past three or four years, Colleen Raymond and I
have been lucky enough to see six (with one ID still in
question) of the eight Arctics found in Alberta. Our first
was a few years ago at Plateau Mountain when we were
on an Alberta Lepidopterist Guild trip. I’ve found it’s
way easier to identify butterflies like this if you get out
with the ALG experts. We were walking up towards the
Plateau and I saw something flap its wings a couple of
times, then close them. It oriented itself towards the sun
and then leaned sideways so it could catch every possible
ray of sunshine. That’s a common move for this genus.
The experts ID’d it as Chryxus Arctic.
We saw another Arctic near the upper tram station on
Whistlers in Jasper. Taking the tram is by far the most
efficient way to get a butterfly that likes high alpine gravelly ridges and scree slopes. Doing the long hike all the
way up the mountain can be very difficult for Colleen.
Especially when she’s hauling along a somewhat out-ofshape, husky, whiney guy! This butterfly fluttered a bit,
then posed on the rocks right beside the boardwalk
around the station. It was a very drab Arctic that turned
out to be a Melissa. By all accounts this species is usually
very alert and wary, so we were happy to get a decent
look at it.

This year we did really well with four more Arctics. Back
on the May long weekend we were on a trip up through
Grande Cache and Grande Prairie. Walking through a
patch of native grassland at the Kleskun Hill Natural
Area we saw an orange thing flash by. After a quite a bit
of chasing back and forth we finally got some pics of one
perched. It was an Alberta Arctic, one of the prairie species that is also found in the grasslands near Grande Prairie.
In early July, we were in the Halfmoon Lake Natural
Area. I got a chance to act like a big shot butterfly guy
and told Colleen as we approached a spot, “This looks
like suitable habitat for a Macoun’s Arctic.” Right on
cue, an orange butt cruised past. We saw it land and of
course it was a Macoun’s! I did have to own up to the
fact that I’d seen one there years ago and got it ID’d by
John Acorn. Interestingly, these guys take two years to go
through their life cycle and are most likely to be seen in
odd-numbered years.
Later in July we hiked the Parker Ridge trail in Banff.
We hoped to see butterflies in the flower-filled meadows.
The sun was peeking in and out of some clouds, but we
did see a few butterflies, mostly Sulphurs. While watching one of them fly around we caught sight of something
different, an Arctic. This one appeared to be a Whiteveined Arctic. Further up on a rocky ridge we found another Arctic that we think was likely a Polixenes Arctic.
These are two of the mountain species. Very subtle differences make them difficult to identify, but if it were too
easy, it’d be boring!
Arctics are a cool group of butterflies. Despite the name
you don’t even have to travel very far north to see some
of them. They’re not as flashy and in your face as some
butterflies, but they’ve got a subtle beauty of their own.
If you keep your eyes open in the right habitat at the right
time of year, you can have your own Arctic Adventures
without leaving good ol’ Alberta.
Gerald Romanchuk

On the Cover:
Macoun’s Arctic butterfly, photo by Gerald Romanchuk
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President’s Message, August 2021

Our President, Brian Stephens

Poplar Borer, photo by Brian Stephens

The Edmonton Nature Club has started walks and field trips after 18 months without them. I am looking forward to a
busy season in which we can again walk and travel together. We will continue to encourage safe practices on these outings.
Our success using Zoom for the speaker and study group series over the last year was gratifying. We had many excellent
speakers and diverse topics with significant attendance, often noticeably more than at our in-person meetings at King’s
College. I hope we can match this in the upcoming year.
ENC is now engaged with the Bird-Friendly City initiative for Edmonton. This is a program developed by Nature Canada to help make cities better places for birds – both birds who breed here and those who migrate through. Although the
criteria seemed daunting at first, Edmonton already meets quite a few of the criteria for certification. With our partners, I
hope that we can add actions to areas in which the city is weak. The process allows for entry-level certification, which I
expect can be completed by mid-2022.
Brian Stephens

The views, comments and opinions expressed in this publication are those of the respective contributors concerned only. They do not necessarily
reflect the views or positions of the editor, the Edmonton Nature Club (ENC), its executive or any other representatives or agents.
The ENC is not responsible for, and disclaims any liability for, the content expressed in The Parkland Naturalist by contributors. The information
set forth in this publication has been obtained or derived from sources believed by the ENC to be reliable. However, the ENC does not make any
representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information.
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Conservation Corner
What to do about Edmonton’s River Valley and
Ravines?

“A continuous trail system and access points will connect
neighbourhoods, the city and the Region….”

The City is ramping up its planning for the Ribbon of
Green (originally launched in 1992) with a new project
entitled River Valley Planning Modernization; a first
round of public consultation took place this spring. In its
online Phase 1 discussion guide it invites Edmontonians
“to contribute to the creation of a strategic plan and decision-making structure that works today and for the City’s
future.” It goes on: “River Valley Planning Modernization will renew our strategic planning for the river valley
and the processes and tools for evaluating and regulating
development that is proposed within the system.” It asks
the question: “How will we ensure that the river valley,
the backbone of our open space network, remains vibrant
and ecologically resilient as the city grows?”

and

Yeah, the million dollar question. Some of us are extremely concerned about increased human footprint on
the river valley and ravines, and the lack of awareness on
the part of the public that this footprint (particularly
active recreational use such as mountain biking that has
impacts on vegetation and wildlife) is doing ecological
harm.
City administration plans to review and affirm the most
recent planning already done on the Ribbon of Green in
the southwest river valley and the northeast, extending it
to the rest of the river valley and ravine system. They
also plan to update the North Saskatchewan River Valley
Area Restructure Plan (NSRVARP or bylaw 7188),
which has the dual function of protecting the river valley
from unnecessary development while allowing recreational opportunities. The protection provision has been
easily overridden by Council decisions when convenient,
however. (I’m cynical by experience; convenience often
equates to the availability of external funding for a development, or if the City will gain revenue from a development.) How the ARP is to be updated remains obscure at
this point, the only clue provided in the discussion guide
being that it will “outline how to achieve the Ribbon of
Green’s direction through regulations, decision-making
guidance and a governance structure (who makes decisions).” I suggest that it could be important for the naturalist public to have input into those regulations, and also
to advocate for greater influence on the part of the City’s
ecological team in decision-making.
Two of the principles underlying the City’s vision for the
river valley caught my attention (apart from the two obvious and somewhat conflicting ones of ecological protection and providing recreational opportunities):

“Through engagement and partnerships, meaningful opportunities will be provided to contribute to the planning,
design and management of the river valley and ravine
system.” (I’ll come back to both of these later.)
The principles also refer to indigenous traditional use, but
since I don’t know what this would consist of, I can’t
comment. It would, however, presumably involve more
human as opposed to ecological use.
In the last consultation phase of the Ribbon of Green a
couple of years ago a land classification system of three
categories guiding management and types of activity was
promoted: preservation, conservation, and active-working
landscapes. These permit increasing levels of human use,
although all permit recreation. Personally, I believe that
there should be more preservation zones, more restrictions on activity in the conservation zones, and even that
industrial uses should be precluded in some of the active
working zones where they are not absolutely essential
(e.g., the EPCOR solar farm adjacent to the E.L. Smith
Water Treatment Plant).

Mountain bike trail at Cameron Heights

May–August 2021

The policy principle that promotes access is concerning
because as the City expands and new subdivisions border
the river valley and ravines, more and more people will
have easy access into what have hitherto been relatively
wild spaces providing habitat and corridor function for
wildlife and wild vegetation. Moreover, formal trails are
conduits for the creation of informal, off-shoot trails, so
as more legitimate trails are built, so the number of
“illegitimate” ones increases, fragmenting natural habitat.
Mountain bikers shun “tame” trails for walkers or multiuse and quickly take to the escarpments. For these and
other reasons of trail impacts I seriously question the
principle of increased and unlimited access into a finite,
vulnerable ecological space as being seriously flawed.
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meeting, giving speakers a chance to prepare presentations. These meetings can be watched online (in Council
chambers also in the “old days”) and in recordings afterwards. It might be worthwhile to create an ENC board
position as a liaison with the City, with this person responsible for tracking and communicating issues and
Council meetings to club members.
Another opportunity for engagement arises with the upcoming municipal election. The Edmonton River Valley
Conservation Coalition has been framing a series of questions to put to municipal candidates to gauge their interest
in protecting the river valley and ravines. Here is an example: “How might you rank budget priorities for the
valley? You might consider land acquisition to complete
the Ribbon of Green vision (40 percent of the valley land
is still privately held), programming (educational programs such as you may have encountered in National
Parks), restoration work, or any other priorities. This is
your chance to generate a list of 5 top spending priorities.
250 words max.” I propose that ENC members take every
opportunity to quiz their candidates on their ecological
probity!
Perhaps equally important to weighing in on environmental issues is the role ENC can play in educating City
staff and the public in the ecological value of the river
valley. This could help to re-balance a bit the scales that
are so heavily weighted in favour of recreation and human use (particularly human use that does not have a nature component). Wayne Oakes is doing a splendid job of
documenting nature in the Whitemud Ravine, and many
others in the Club are taking superb photos and have interesting stories to tell. The wealth of knowledge is tremendous. Why doesn’t the ENC publish a coffee table
book incorporating some of these splendid visuals and
accumulated experiences? The attendant publicity could
be enormous. It could be sold as a souvenir at the Edmonton airport along with a great display of our local
flora and fauna! Indeed, opportunities for outreach are
probably unlimited.

Patricia Ravine toboggan slope

With respect to the City’s proposed principle of providing “meaningful opportunities…to contribute to planning…and management of the river valley system,” I respectfully suggest that ENC naturalists give
“meaningful” consideration to seizing these opportunities. Our naturalists’ knowledge of river valley nature is
second to none and makes us well placed to speak up for
its protection. One way to have some influence is to
speak on relevant issues when they come up for debate in
Council Committee or full City Council meetings.
Agenda items and associated literature are advertised
online on the City website about three days before the

Big Island Proposed for a Provincial Park –
Opportunities for Outreach
On June 8 a number of ENC’s crack birders made an evening visit to Big Island, in the southwest river valley, accompanied by local landowners. They were documenting
the bird life as part of a baseline biodiversity survey of
the area. ENC botanists also carried out a plant survey the
same evening, and visited again on July 2, aiming to have
a more or less comprehensive species list by the end of
the season.
Big Island was promised by the UCP as a provincial park
to Edmontonians during the last election. The provincial
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government, the City of Edmonton, and Enoch Cree
Nation are involved in developing the proposal. However, CPAWS, the Edmonton River Valley Conservation
Coalition, local landowners, and some members of the
ENC are concerned that this 68-hectare floodplain cannot
withstand the use it would receive as a regular provincial

park. The North Saskatchewan River Valley Conservation Society has suggested that Big Island and the adjacent Woodbend Area be protected instead as a natural
area.
Patsy Cotterill

Hubert Taube checking plants at Big Island
All photos by Patsy Cotterill

Make Edmonton a Bird-Friendly City?
Calgary is ahead of us again after being certified as a Bird-Friendly City in Canada, along with Vancouver, Toronto, and
London, according to information in the latest newsletter from Nature Canada, which has developed the certification program. Nature Canada defines a bird-friendly city as one in which:


Key threats to birds are effectively mitigated.



Nature is restored so native bird populations can thrive.



Residents are actively engaged in admiring and monitoring local bird populations.



Organizations are creating events to protect birds.



Municipal policies are created to protect urban bird populations.



A Bird Team is active to oversee and lead these initiatives.

With the exception of perhaps a couple of these requirements, Edmonton would seem to be on track to qualify. Are our
birders interested? More information is available on the Nature Canada website https://naturecanada.ca/defend-nature/
how-you-help-us-take-action/bfc/#aboutprogram.
Patsy Cotterill
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The Armchair Naturalist
The place where club members review books about natural history they found particularly rewarding. Some of the recommended books may be borrowed from the Edmonton Public Library (EPL). To check on the availability of books in
printed and electronic formats, go to epl.ca and click on “Search.”
The Ghost Walker
By R. D. Lawrence, published by HarperCollins Publishers, 1992
This is the story of biologist and author R. D. Lawrence’s adventure in British
Columbia’s Selkirk Mountains observing the elusive Cougar in this remote
habitat.
Ever see the TV series Alone about people trying to survive in the wilderness
for 60 days? Well, very few of them make it. Lawrence spent 10 months
alone in the rugged Selkirks, so this is also a story of his own survival in the
wilderness. Foremost, however, The Ghost Walker describes his observations
of a large cat in an attempt to understand the animal and its place in the
wilderness. Whether is is called a Cougar, Mountain Lion, or Puma, this is an
animal few of us get to see, and usually then only a glimpse!
During his time in the Selkirk Mountains, not only did Lawrence track and
observe the Cougar, but he in turn was stalked by his subject! An excellent
read!
Recommended by Steve Knight

I am out of book recommendations and am looking for more reviews of good nature books to share! To suggest a book
review, go to the ENC website, click on “Member Entrance,” and log in using the password you received with your
membership. Use “Contact us!” to provide your personal information. In the “Comment” section, write “Parkland
Naturalist book review,” describe the book you’d like to recommend, and I’ll get in touch with you.
Karen Lindsay

Editorial Notes
A photo label that was published in the January–April
issue of the PN is incorrect. The photographer should
have been identified as Connor Bowhay (not Connor
Charchuk).
A Cassin’s Finch is a very good find, and I wish to
apologize for my error.
Dawne Colwell, Editor, The Parkland Naturalist

Cassin’s Finch – a first for Edmonton – at Whitemud Road,
photo by Connor Bowhay
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Start every bolt before you tighten a single one
A very sound piece of advice from my dad relates to a
very basic aspect of mechanical work, “Always start
every bolt or screw before you tighten a single one.” So,
back in the late 1970s I had my car in for an odd sound
coming from the rear differential part of the drive train.
The mechanic pulled the 14 bolts and plate off. Everything looked good so he put the plate back in place and
began to securely tightened each of the bolts, one after
the other. I quickly pointed out my dad’s sage advice;
however, he asked me, “Is your dad a mechanic?” I responded, “No, he’s a salesman.” The mechanic smugly
smiled, responding, “Well, I'm a mechanic,” as he securely tightened each of the first 13 of the 14 bolts. Guess
what happened when he got to the 14th bolt….
This spring saw the least amount of spring runoff water
in Whitemud Creek going back to my first spring of
2016. 2020 had record high volumes with the creek level
up more than eight (8) feet. This year’s level rose about
one (1) foot or 30 cm, that was it. Our entire spring and
summer has been unusually dry which is having an impact on every aspect of our environment. In addition to
nutrients everything in nature needs moisture. In fact,
most animals will survive longer without food than without water. During our first July heat wave the Yellow
Evening-primrose started to bloom on which I was able
to photograph my very first Primrose Moth. Any hopes of

getting additional shots were dashed as the remaining
unopened blooms quickly dried and shrivelled up. Many
native species are able to manage such dry periods rather
well, it’s in their nature. At about the same time the Redosier Dogwood shrubs started their second flush of blossoms as the first flush were developing into to decent
sized ripening berries. Accordingly, everything thing has
its own limits and tolerances which will determine survivability.
On the positive side the dry conditions may have helped
with a very robust presence of pollinators and other insects. Some of the many included butterflies, hoverflies,
all manner of bees including leafcutter bees, beetles, and
various kinds and sizes of both ants and flies. But hey, no
mosquitoes. I can’t recall ever seeing so many spider
webs, they were everywhere. I have read that baby birds
that are fed large quantities of spiders will be much
healthier than those fed other foods. For the first time I
observed a swarm of Honey Bees. This occurs when an
existing hive produces a second queen, resulting in the
new queen and a portion of the colony splitting away to
seek a new place to set up a new break-away colony. No
better place than our river valley.
The 2020 spring bird migration saw some returning species being considerably off schedule due to shifting tem-

Yellow Evening-primrose

May–August 2021
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Wood Duck, male and female mated pair

perature changes. This year many appeared to have
bounced back to a more normal status. Each year we
can expect some variations in returning species. Last
year I saw tons of Blue-headed Vireos, thus far this
year I haven’t seen a single one. They were seemingly
replaced by an abundance of Red-eyed Vireos. This
year I saw a large number of Solitary Sandpipers; typically I only see a few during their fall migrations.
Sadly, overall I noted very few warblers as compared
to previous years. For several days we had a magnificent mated pair of Wood Ducks on the creek. During
the same time a female Red-breasted Merganser
cruised along near the Alfred Savage Centre. Over at
Steel Ball Pond we had three pairs of Sora. These are
typically easier to hear than to see; however, I was
fortunate to have seen them out swimming in the
pond, chasing each other in aggressive aerial battles
and, as expected, foraging deep in the reeds. This area
had a good variety of waterfowl, Red-winged Blackbirds, various sparrows, and the Bank and Barn Swallows were back en masse.
Our resident pair of Great Horned Owls moved their
nesting site to a new location. Two owlets were
hatched; however, on May 18th we had very cold, wet
conditions and at about 40 days old the first of the two
owlets to have emerged appears to have succumbed to
hypothermia. The second one continues to thrive.

Solitary Sandpiper missing its left leg from the knee down

From the birds that nested here there was a noticeable increase in baby bird sightings as compared to last year, most
notably Mallards and Common Mergansers. It seemed that
just as most youngsters were starting to look like teenagers a
new batch of tiny hatchlings would come into view. Some
of the tiny forest fledglings are very hard to identify until an
adult comes with food. It’s always a treat to watch them
grow and have their plumage fill in, the continual molting,
and more new feathers filling in.
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Great Horned Owl, female

Whitemud Creek is the last remaining free-flowing creek in Edmonton that empties into the North Saskatchewan River,
making it the only place for fish to spawn here. I read that as many as seven (7) different species will spawn upstream,
each dependent on specific water conditions. Over my years along the creek I’ve seen different fishes but when it comes
to actual spawning I’ve only seen the Red-horse Sucker. This year was completely different, the main fish seen in midto late May were the Longnose Sucker. The spawning process involves females swimming over shallow, gravel areas
where they rapidly flap their tails, creating a furrow in which they lay their eggs. Virtually on top of them are the males
who deposit their sperm and repeat the tail actions to lightly cover the fertilizing eggs. At times the water appeared to be
boiling, neat to see.

Longnose Sucker, red female (top), black and silver males (bottom)
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This is a heavy production year for the biannual fruit producers. Many species of Apple, Mountain Ash and others will
usually have a robust fruit production year, the next year producing either a minimal yield or no fruit at all, and so on. I
also noticed that the White Spruce have produced a really good crop of cones. If conditions permit all the crops to ripen
we should have good food reserves for our various wintering bird populations.

Northern Black Currant (Ribes hudsonianum)

The spring had ample animal activity. It’s always great to see both the Long-tailed and Short-tailed Weasels as they transition from their winter-whites back to summer-browns. Coyotes are ever present and typically pose no threat. They can
sometimes be seen hunting voles and other rodents in some of the open area grassy fields. White-tailed Deer are frequent
visitors, with the males growing their velvety new antlers. Snowshoe Hares appear to be on a healthy population rebound. Of course the Beavers continue to be “busy.” They have a large lodge near the mouth of the creek just upstream
from the river. This can be seen from Whitemud Creek Bridge #301. The absence of heavy ice and spring runoff enabled
it to remain intact for a second year. This is the only Beaver lodge on the creek, here Beavers make their dens by tunneling deep into the creek banks. Muskrats could be seen on a daily basis actively foraging fresh water plants and seeking
new spots to tunnel in to make their new bank dens.
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Short-tailed Weasel with a Meadow Vole for lunch

Hairy Flower Scarab (Trichiotinus assimilis) on Blue
Buttons (Knautia arvensis)

Canadian Tiger Swallowtail (Papilio canadensis)

...So when the mechanic got to the 14th bolt he found out that dad was right. He had to loosen each of the 13 tightened
bolts, then properly complete the re-install by starting all 14 before tightening anyone. When finished he looked at me
and stated, “Tell your dad he’s a wise man.” For most of life’s activities including being out in nature, “It is always best
to follow proper protocols rather than having to face unnecessary consequences.”
Wayne Oakes

May–August 2021
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Honey Bee Swarm

Hummingbird Clearwing Moth (Hemaris thysbe) on Fireweed (Chamerion angustifolium)

All photos by Wayne Oakes
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Cooper’s Hawks: Some Observations

Adult Cooper’s Hawks

The Cooper’s Hawk has been an interest of mine for many years. My first encounter with a nesting Cooper’s Hawk was
in 1963, when a nest was found in the CN properties west on 137 Avenue. Cooper’s Hawks nested in Whitemud Creek
north in 1968. Ed Jones set up his blind on the nest and I was able to spend several hours photographing the birds. Although at one point both adult birds were on the nest, my photos were less than successful. My next attempt to photograph Cooper’s Hawk was in 1971, when a pair nested at Sandy Lake. Again the photos were not great, but below are
my observations.
“The nest is at Sandy Lake. The birds originally nested there in 1970 but abandoned before the eggs hatched. The two
birds were in the area on 9 May 1971, with the male bird close to the 1970 nest. On 23 May, there were three eggs in the
1970 nest. On 12 June there was a full clutch of four eggs. The nest was visited on 28 June and contained four young
about 2–4 days old. The youngest had its eyes closed while the oldest had its eyes open but still had the egg tooth present. On 4 July spent almost four hours (12:00–3:45) in the blind. The female did not return for about two hours and
when she came in she was extremely wary. She came on the nest, warmed the young, and left to fetch some food. She
returned bringing in what appeared to be a young gopher. My partner arrived to get me from the blind. The female was
not a full adult bird. The eyes were orange and the back was mostly brown with some slate grey feathers. The tail was
brown barred with one half developed slate grey barred feather. Her underside was the adult pink barring.”
“On 18 July, I was in the blind for four hours (6:00–10:00). No birds were seen or heard for the first hour. Then I heard a
few cack, cack, cack calls and a slurring as if the adults were trying to entice the young out of the nest. The male made a
touch-and-go visit to the nest, leaving food. The male is a full adult with red eyes and slate grey back and tail. He stayed
by the nest giving the slurring call for a while. About an hour later I heard a bird land near the blind. The female, I think.
She sat for about half an hour then left. I heard the slurring call. The female landed on the left side of the nest, left some
food, crossed to the right and left the nest. Five minutes later she gave the slurring call to the right of the blind and
brought in a young ruffed grouse. She feed to young and left. The young are about half fledged with 1–2 inch tails. They
are very active: flapping, preening, bickering, and walking around the nest.”

May–August 2021
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“Spent four hours in the blind (12:30–4:30) for the Cooper’s Hawk today (25 July 1971). When I climbed to the blind
three young birds were in the nest. One flew out when I was about half-way up. The young birds are nearly completely
feathered. The one that flew had just a small amount of down on its head and near the base of its beak. Its tail feathers
are about 4 inches long and have two darker bars on them. The two young birds that remained in the nest are not quite as
advanced. They still have down on their heads and abdomens. After about one and a half hours the male bird called,
cack, cack, cack. The female answered with the drawn-out kerred hiss and went to where the male was calling. The
young in the nest got quite excited and started giving food calls. After about five minutes the female came to the nest.
She really only hit and left. She brought in a small bird which was completely plucked and not recognizable. About a
half hour later the male called again. The female answered and went to him. Five minutes later she came to the nest with
a small bird. This time one of the young originally in the nest, which had been climbing around in the trees above the
blind, came down to the nest. He quickly grabbed the bird and pulled it apart. About 10 minutes later the male called and
the female went to him. Five minutes later she came to the nest and brought another plucked bird. This time the young
bird that had originally flown up into the tree came down and got the food. The female had just left the nest when the
male called again. I did not see what food he brought or if it was a warning, as my partner came to get me from the
blind.”
The four young birds were banded on 18 July. One of the bands was recovered in Angostura, Mexico, on November 18,
1972.

Whitemud North blind

Nest at Cooking Lake

Over the years, a total of 12 nests have been found. Most birds are not very aggressive around the nest, preferring to quietly slip away unseen if possible. They may give a few cack, cack, cacks from a distance. There was one exception, a
very aggressive bird at Elk Island Park that buzzed in many times very close to my head when I entered the area of the
nest. It is easiest to look for nests before the leaves are out. In recent years nesting areas have been found by listening for
young birds after they leave the nest. The young birds tend to be very noisy, calling for food for up to three weeks after
they fledge and leave the nest but have not yet developed hunting skills. So far, three years is the longest period during
which birds have been found nesting in a given location. They may use the previous year’s nest or build a new one. The
birds at Cooking Lake used two nests over a three-year period.
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Female protesting my presence at Cooking Lake nest

Juvenile calling for food at Lacombe Lake Park

All photos by Chris Rees

The table and map below summarize personal observations of Cooper’s Hawk nest site locations.
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Date

Location

Observation

1

1963

CN Property 137 Ave.

Nest/poplar

2

1968

Whitemud north (ETJ)

Nest/birch

3

1970

Sandy Lake - failed

Nest/spruce

4

1971

Sandy Lake

Nest/spruce

5

2009

Sherwood Park Natural
Area

Juveniles calling

6

2010

Sherwood Park Natural
Area

Nest/spruce

7

2015

Whitemud south

Nest/spruce

8

2017

Cooking Lake

Juveniles calling

9

2018

Astotin Lake

Nest/spruce

10

2018

Cooking Lake

Nest/poplar

11

2018

Heritage Hills Wetland

Nest/poplar

12

2018

Emily Murphy

Nest/birch

13

2018

Lacombe Park

Juveniles calling

14

2019

Sandy Lake

Nest/poplar

15

2019

Heritage Hills Wetland

Nest/poplar

16

2019

Lacombe Park

Juveniles calling

17

2019

Goldbar Park

Juveniles calling

18

2020

Centennial Park

Juveniles calling

19

2020

Ravencrest

Juveniles calling

20

2020

Lacombe Park

Juveniles calling

21

2020

Blackmud Creek

Juveniles calling
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The Cooper’s is generally considered a woodland bird that may hunt in the open. It is interesting how small an area of
woodland the birds will select for a nest site. Two sites also show the birds can be quite tolerant of human activity. The
two nests (2018 and 2019) at Heritage Hills Wetland were within about 30 metres of a condo complex. The nest site
(2018) at Astotin Lake in Elk Island was on a small peninsula, close to the golf course parking area and the main picnic
area at Sandy Beach. In both these cases the nesting area was partially surrounded by water.

Nest site 2018

Nesting area at Heritage Hills Wetland
(Google maps)

Nest site 2018

Nesting area at Elk Island National Park
(Google maps)

In The Birds of Alberta (1958), Salt and Wilk showed the distribution in Alberta as only in the western mountains and
foothills. They suggested that the species may be more common. In the third edition of The Birds of Alberta (1976), the
distribution map showed that Cooper’s Hawks were present in most of the parkland belt across central Alberta. However, eBird maps released December 2020 for eBird data from 2005–2020 and estimated for 2019 show a current detailed picture as interpreted by the eBird Science team of the current status of Cooper’s Hawks in Alberta. It shows the
breeding birds are not evenly distributed and may only be locally present. Although birds have been recorded on the Edmonton Christmas Bird Count in 26 of the 66 modern years and the ENC Winter Birds list, the eBird non-breeding map
shows that over the winter the majority of Cooper’s Hawks leave the province.
(https://ebird.org/science/status-and-trends/coohaw)

Breeding range map (May 31–August 10)

Chris Rees

Non-breeding range map December 7–March 8)

May–August 2021
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Enjoying Nature during a Pandemic

The end is here! As of the middle of August, the Alberta government has sounded the “all clear” and the COVID-19 pandemic has been downgraded to the status of a seasonal flu. Let’s all hope that the virus does not mutate into a more aggressive variant that can negate the efficacy of the current vaccines. ENC plans to restart the outdoor program for the
fall.
Due to the heightened birding during the pandemic, the phenology of bird activity in the Edmonton area is probably becoming better understood. As I was writing this article, I realized my birding outings had changed from trail walking to
more of a drive-by style. As a result I find this article a bit more disjointed. Let’s look at some of the highlights from the
spring and early summer of 2021.
This spring there was a concentration of effort at the Big Lake Observation Platform. Andy Ross and others from St. Albert shared the benefits of birding at this hotspot as the ice receded on Big Lake. Some of the highlight birds included
Cackling Goose, Eurasian Wigeon, Whimbrel, Mew Gull, and many shorebirds. Cackling Geese spent several days at
the Hermitage Dog Park pond. The Fort Saskatchewan gravel pits also produced good shorebirds, including Red Knot,
Whimbrel, American Golden Plover, and Black-bellied Plover. Another good shorebird spot was the wetland on 50th
Street just south of Highway 37, which attracted White-rumped Sandpipers (photo on back cover) on several days.

Cackling Goose at Hermitage Park

Red Knot at Fort Saskatchewan gravel pits

In the latter part of April, many people headed out to search for Snow Geese, Ross’s Geese, and Sandhill Cranes southeast of the city. Most were not disappointed. There were also a couple of days when geese and cranes were streaming
over the city for several hours. Wood Ducks (see photo on back cover) were observed in several locations: Hawrelak
Park, west of Elk Island National Park (EINP), and in the Bruderheim Natural Areas. Hastings Lake again produced
Sabine’s Gulls, Surf Scoters, and White-winged Scoters. In mid-May a Great Egret spent several days in Spruce Grove
and attracted a lot of local birders. A pair of these egrets also spent the later part of July on the east side of EINP.
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Sandhill Cranes southeast of Edmonton

Great Egret in Spruce Grove

Around the long weekend in May many people identified a surge of warblers, more commonly recorded in the fall migration, in local warbler hot spots. On May 21, Emily Gorda recorded a Lark Sparrow along TWP 564A. Subsequently
at least three pairs were identified in the area. In early July, Baird’s Sparrows showed up around Edmonton in Gerald
Romanchuk’s Chipman Triangle and at the RR 230/TWP 490 wetland. A Sprague’s Pipet was an earlier star attraction at
the RR 230/TWP 490 wetland and was found by several in the Chipman area. A Loggerhead Shrike nest was another
great find in the Chipman Triangle.

Loggerhead Shrike in the Chipman area

Once again, there are many other interesting locations, sightings, and contributors to the local eBird community and
ENC Nature Talk that I have failed to recognize. I apologize for that. As I am writing this article, fall warblers are arriving in the Edmonton hotspots. ENC has several warbler walks planned for the end of August. We hope that many will
join the walks and renew friendships that have been “locked down” for the past many months.
Chris Rees, ENC Outdoor Program Director
All photos by Chris Rees
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Black-and-white Warbler at Woodbridge Farm

Lark Sparrow in the Bruderheim area

Wood Duck at Hawrelak Park (top)
White-rumped Sandpiper at 50 Street wetland (bottom)
Photos by Chris Rees

